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For an integer a the integral Dickson polynomial of degree j1 is defined by
gj (X, a)= :
[ j2]
i=0
j
j&i \j&ii + (&a)i X j&2i.
We consider the Dickson discriminator problem, that is we study the problem of
finding for all integers a and all natural numbers j and n, the smallest positive
integer k for which the integers gj (1, a), gj (2, a), ..., gj (n, a) are distinct modulo k.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Given positive integers j and n, the discriminator D( j, n) is defined to be
the smallest positive integer k for which the first n, j th powers 1 j, 2 j, ..., n j
are distinct modulo k. This function was first introduced in the j=2 case
by Arnold, Benkoski and McCabe [1] in developing an algorithm to
quickly calculate square roots of a long sequence of integers. More recently
Schumer [20] considered the cases where j=3 and 6, and in [21]
Schumer and Steinig considered the case j=2h for h2. Barcau [2]
resolved the case where j is an odd prime.
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Let . denote Euler’s totient function and let (a, b) denote the greatest
common divisor of the integers a and b. For fixed j, in [4] Bremser,
Schumer and Washington resolved the discriminator problem for all
sufficiently large n by proving.
Theorem 1. (i) Let j3 be odd and let Bj be the smallest integer such
that for all nBj , there exists a prime p with ( p&1, j )=1 and np<4n3.
Then for nBj , D( j, n)=min[k | kn, k squarefree, (.(k), j )=1].
(ii) Let j be even and let Cj be the smallest integer 19 such that for
all nCj , there exists a prime p with ( p&1, j )=2 and 2n<p<3n. Then for
nCj , D( j, n)=min[k | k2n, k=q or 2q, q prime, (.(k), j )=2].
It appears from the papers referred to so far that the authors were either
unaware of, or at least did not explicitly mention, the rather obvious
connection between the discriminator problem and permutation polyno-
mial results over the ring ZkZ of integers modulo k. It has been known
for many years (see W. No bauer [18]), that X j ( j>1) induces a permuta-
tion on ZkZ if and only if k is squarefree and ( j, .(k))=1. Clearly if kn
and X j permutes ZkZ, then f (1), ..., f (n) are distinct modulo k. Thus as an
immediate consequence we have that
D( j, n)min[k | kn, X j permutes ZkZ]
=min[k | kn, k squarefree, ( j, .(k))=1].
The difficult part of proving Theorem 1, (i) for example, is thus the reverse
inequality. Similarly for j even, one would like to have an interpretation for
the condition appearing in Theorem 1(ii). Since x j#(&x) j (mod k), x j can
not be a permutation polynomial over ZkZ, however, it can be a weak
permutation polynomial in the sense that it has the property that for
arbitrary positive integers r and s, r j#s j (mod k), implies r#\s (mod k).
Indeed, it turns out that for k11, X j with j even is a weak permutation
polynomial if and only if k=q or k=2q, with q prime and (.(k), j)=2.
See Section 5 for more on weak permutation polynomials.
A generalization of the cyclic polynomials is given by Dickson
(Chebyshev) polynomials. The integral Dickson polynomial gj (X, a) of
degree j1 and parameter a # Z is defined by
gj (X, a)= :
[ j2]
i=0
j
j&i \
j&i
i + (&a) i X j&2i,
where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function. Note that gj (X, 0)=X j. It
can be shown that gj (X, a) # Z[X]. While Dickson polynomials appear to
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be much more complicated that the power or cyclic polynomials X j, they
are, via their functional equation P4 of Lemma 7 below, reasonably easy to
work with.
For given positive integers j and n and an integer a, we define the
Dickson discriminator Dicksona( j, n) to be the smallest positive integer k
for which the integers gj (1, a), gj (2, a), ..., gj (n, a) are distinct modulo k. If
gj (r, a)=gj (s, a) for some 1r<sn, we put Dicksona( j, n)=. Notice
that Dickson0( j, n)=D( j, n).
We obtain results (Theorems 9 and 16) for the Dickson polynomial
gj (X, a) analogous to those of Theorem 1 for the power polynomial X j.
The difference is that in the case when j is odd the condition on k aside
from the condition including both j and k, is much less restrictive than the
corresponding condition for the power polynomial X j. The reason for this
is that Dickson polynomials can permute elements of rings ZkZ with
k=pe and e2. A polynomial of the form X j with j>1 never permutes the
elements of rings of this form. We also note that if a polynomial permutes
Zp2Z, it also permutes ZpeZ for every e2. The upshot is that unlike the
power polynomial case, we now have to investigate the action of Dickson
polynomials on rings of the form ZpeZ with e2. In order to apply the
functional equation P4 below, we have to study rings that are quadratic
extensions of the above rings. These are special cases of Galois rings, finite
algebraic extensions of rings of the form ZpeZ with e1. The fact that, in
contrast to the discriminator case, enough non squarefree numbers occur
as images, makes it possible to give a characterization of Dicksona( j, n)
with (6, j )=1 and 6 |% a, for all n1 (Theorem 9). For the remaining values
of j, gj (X, a) is not a permutation polynomial on the field Fp for infinitely
many primes p. From [12, Exer. 3.16] or from Dirichlet’s theorem on
primes in an arithmetic progression, it is known that X j permutes Fp for
infinitely many primes p if and only if ( j, 2)=1. Analogously ([12,
Exer. 3.17] or Dirichlet’s theorem), it is known for a{0 that gj (X, a)
induces a permutation on the field Fp for infinitely many primes p if and
only if ( j, 6)=1. In particular in the cases j#2, 10 (mod 12), gj (X, a) does
not permute Fp for infinitely many primes p; however, in these cases
gj (X, a) is nearly a permutation polynomial in the sense that if (a, p)=1
and ( j, p2m&1)=2, then gj (x, a)=gj ( y, a) implies x=y or x=&y over
the field Fpm . This turns out to suffice to derive a characterization of the
Dickson discriminator in these cases too (Theorem 16). In Section 5 we
return to polynomials with this type of property.
Based on the growth of the image of the Dickson discriminator Dick-
sona( j, n) for fixed j, we will introduce in Section 4 a measure of per-
mutability. These growth considerations show that asymptotically Dickson
polynomials are not better permuters than power polynomials of the same
degree.
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There are several reasons for studying the Dickson discriminator
problem, including the fact that Dickson polynomials are known to play
very important roles in the theory of permutation polynomials over finite
fields. While it has been known for many years that Dickson polynomials
have numerous applications in finite field theory, the fundamental role
played by Dickson polynomials in the theory of permutations was first
delineated by Fried in his proof [9] of the long standing Schur conjecture
from 1923 concerning integral polynomials which induce permutations on
the field Fp for infinitely many primes p, see Schur [22]. More recently
their importance has again been realized through the proof [10] by Fried,
Guralnick and Saxl of the Carlitz conjecture concerning permutations of
even degree over sufficiently large fields of odd order. Via his proof of one
of the ChowlaZassenhaus conjectures from [6], it has also recently been
shown by Cohen [7] that for p a sufficiently large prime, all permutations
of small degree come from Dickson polynomials.
Given a polynomial f over the finite field Fq of order q, it is in general
very difficult to determine the cardinality of the value set Vf =
[ f (:) | : # Fq] of f. This is easy for the power polynomial X j, in fact
|VX j |=(q&1)d+1 where d=(q&1, j ). In [5] the cardinality of the value
set of the Dickson polynomial gj (X, a) of degree j was determined and
since this result will be used later, we state this as
Lemma 2. If q is odd with 2r& (q2&1), then for each j1 and each
a # F q*, we have
|Vgj (X, a) |=
q&1
2( j, q&1)
+
q+1
2( j, q+1)
+:,
where :=1; 12; 0 respectively if 2r&1 & j and a is a non-square; if 2t & j with
1tr&2; otherwise.
See also Bremser and Gomez-Calderon [3] for analogous Dickson polyno-
mial results over more general Galois rings. It is because of the importance
of Dickson polynomials in all of the above permutational type problems
that we consider a Dickson discriminator function.
In [16] the discriminator for arbitrary f # Z[X] is considered. Criteria
on f are given such that Df (n), defined to be the smallest positive integer
k for which f (1), ..., f (n) are distinct modulo k, satisfies
Df (n)=min[k | kn, f permutes ZkZ],
for all n sufficiently large. In particular cyclic and Dickson polynomials
with j odd, respectively (6, j )=1 satisfy the criteria, however, except for the
cyclic case, the resulting theorem is not as strong as the theorem given in
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this paper (Theorem 9). A further refinement of the criteria for an arbitrary
polynomial f is given in [24]. Specializing the method of proof of [16] to
Dickson polynomials, yields a quite distinct proof of (a weaker version of)
Theorem 9. A main ingredient is Wan’s upper bound [23] for the value set
of non-permutational polynomials.
2. Discriminators Revisited
Our main result (Theorem 9) depends on an improvement of the 4n3
in Theorem 1(i) which has some interesting consequences for the
discriminator as well, that are pointed out in Theorem 3 and Example 4
(both were independently discovered by M. Zieve).
Theorem 3. Let j>1 be odd. For n1 put
C( j, n)=min[k | kn, k squarefree, (.(k), j )=1].
If C( j, n)2n&52+(&1)n2, then
D( j, n)=C( j, n). (1)
In particular (1) holds if n233&2 (=2 } 3 } 5 } 17 } 257 } 65537).
Thus the 4n3 in Theorem 1(i) can be replaced by 2n&1. The following
example shows that the number 233&2 in Theorem 3 is the largest number
m such that (1) holds for all 1nm and all odd j>1.
Example 4. Let j be the greatest odd squarefree divisor of .(233&1) } } }
.(234&3), then D( j, 233&1)=2 } (233&2){C( j, 233&1).
In case j is even many examples which show that the characterization
given in Theorem 1(ii) is not best possible exist already for n=4 [17], the
smallest one being D(2, 4)=9. In order to prove Theorem 3 we will need
two lemmas. They sharpen Lemmas 2 and 3 of [4].
Lemma 5. Let j>1. Suppose that 2m2n&3 and that m is not
squarefree. Then there exist integers r and s, with 1r<sn such that
r j#s j (mod m). If in addition n is even, then 2n&3 can be improved to
2n&2.
Proof. Write m=q2t, where q2. Let r=q and s=q+qt. Then r j#s j
(mod m). We have to show that sn. If not, then sm=q(1+t)q2t>
nm>12, so 1+1t>q2. Hence q<4, so q=3 and t=1 or q=2 and
t1. In the first case s=6 and m=92n&3, so sn. In the second case
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s=2+2t. Since m=4t2n&3, implies m2n&4, it follows that sn.
The proof of the last part of the assertion is left to the reader.
On noting that the upper bound 4n3 in Lemma 3 of [4] can by
replaced by 2n+3, we obtain the following result:
Lemma 6. Let j>1 be odd. Suppose m2n+2, m is squarefree, and
there is a prime q dividing m such that (q&1, j ){1. Then there exist
integers r and s, with 1r<sn, such that r j#s j (mod m).
Proof of Theorem 3. Put D( j, n)=m. By the Box Principle mn and
furthermore (cf. Introduction) mC( j, n). Now suppose that m<
C( j, n)2n&52+(&1)n2. The conditions on m of either Lemma 5 or
Lemma 6 are satisfied and hence there are 1r<sn such that r j#s j
(mod m). This contradicts m=D( j, n). Thus D( j, n)=C( j, n). To prove the
latter part of Theorem 3, put w=2 } 3 } 5 } 17 } 257 } 65537. Notice that
C( j, n)d for any divisor d of w satisfying dn. Calculation shows that
for every 3nw, the interval [n, 2n&52+(&1)n2] contains at least
one divisor of m. Since clearly D( j, 1)=1=C( j, 1) and D( j, 2)=2=
C( j, 2), Theorem 3 follows.
Proof of Example 4. Let w be as in the proof of Theorem 3. It is well
known that an odd prime p such that p&1 is a power of 2 must be a
Fermat prime, i.e. is a prime of the form 22
i
+1 for some i0. From this
it is easily deduced that .(k) is a power of 2 for some squarefree integer
k>1 if and only if k is a squarefree product of Fermat primes or two times
such a product. Using this and the fact that 232+1 is not a prime, it
follows that there is no squarefree k in (w, 2w) such that .(k) is a power
of two. The choice of j now ensures there is no squarefree integer k in
(w, 2w) such that (.(k), j ){1. Using Lemmas 5 and 6 it follows that
D( j, w+1)2w. We finish the proof by showing that there are no
1r<sw+1 such that r j#s j (mod 2w) (this together with
D( j, w+1)2w implies D( j, w+1)=2w.) To this end assume that such r
and s do exist. Since X j permutes ZwZ it follows that r#s (mod w). So
r=1 and s=w+1. However, 1 j(1+w) j#1+w (mod 2w).
3. Dickson Discriminators
We now state several elementary but useful properties of Dickson poly-
nomials, proofs of which can be found in [12, Chp. 2]. Property P4 is
known as the functional equation and is one of the most important proper-
ties of Dickson polynomials.
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Lemma 7. For each j1
(P1) gj+1(X, a) = Xgj (X, a) & agj & 1(X, a), with g0(X, a) = 2,
g1(X, a)=X.
(P2) g2j (X, a)=gj (X, a)2&2a j.
(P3) gj (&X, a)=(&1) j gj (X, a).
(P4) If x=y+ay, then gj (x, a)=gj ( y+ay, a)=y j+(ay) j.
(P5) gjk(X, a)=gj (gk(X, a), ak) for all positive integers j and k.
(P6)
gj (X, a)=\X+- X
2&4a
2 +
j
+\X&- X
2&4a
2 +
j
.
The next proposition shows that Dicksona( j, n) respects the multi-
plicative ordering of the integers in the first variable and the standard
ordering in the second.
Proposition 8. For each integer a
(i) Dicksona( j, n)Dicksona( j, m) for all positive integers n, m with
nm.
(ii) Dicksona( jk, n)Dicksona( j, n) for all positive integers j, k and n.
Proof. Clearly (i) holds. For (ii), if n=1, the inequality clearly holds,
so we assume n2. If Dicksona( j, n)=, then gj (r, a)=gj (s, a) for
some 1r<sn. Using property P5 of Lemma 7, it follows that
Dicksona( jk, n)=. We may thus assume that Dicksona( jk, n)=m<
Dicksona( j, n)<. By definition of Dicksona( j, n), it follows that there are
1r<sn, such that gj (r, a)#gj (s, a) (mod m). Using P5 again it
follows that gjk(r, a)#gjk(s, a) (mod m), contradicting the definition of m.
Not surprisingly the behaviour of Dicksona( j, n) for fixed j is quite
different from that for fixed n. On the latter further details can be found in
[17] in case a=0
We define a(k) to be .(k) >p | k, p |% a ( p+1)(0(k) :=.(k)). The
arithmetic function 1(k) was introduced by No bauer [18]. Of course
&1(k)=1(k)=.(k) >p | k ( p+1) and a(k) | 1(k) for each a. If
k=>pi | k p
ei
i , the a-part of k is defined as >pi | a, pi | k p
ei
i . (The 0-part of k we
define to be k.)
3.1. The Case Where j is Odd
We now state the Dickson analogue of Theorem 3.
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Theorem 9. Let j>1 be odd with 3 |% j. For n1 and a an integer, put
Ga( j, n)=min[kn | ( j, a(k))=1 and the a-part of k is squarefree].
If Ga( j, n)2n&52+(&1)n2, then
Dicksona( j, n)=Ga( j, n). (2)
In particular (2) holds if
(i) n3570,
(ii) n is sufficiently large,
(iii) 6 |% a and n1.
The following example shows that the number 3570 in (i) (take :=1)
and the number 6 in (iii) are best possible for (2) to hold.
Example 10. Let Q denote the set of primes q not in [2, 3, 5, 7, 17] such
that q&1 has no prime factors outside the set [2, 3]. Let :1 be arbitrary.
Put &=2 } 3 } 5 } 7 } 17 } >p | :, p # Q p. Let j be the greatest squarefree divisor of
6:(&+1) } } } 6:(2&&1) coprime with 6. Then Dickson6:( j, &+1)=2&{
G6:( j, &+1).
We will prove the equality of Theorem 9 by showing that each side of (2)
is at most equal to the other. As with the original discriminator problem,
one direction (see Lemma 12) is rather trivial and follows easily from well
known results concerning permutation polynomials. Part (i) of Lemma 13
and in particular part (ii) of Lemma 13 are the most difficult steps in the
proof of the reverse inequality. Before giving the proof of Theorem 9, we
establish some required lemmas.
Lemma 11. Let k=>pi | k p
ei
i be a natural number.
(i) If k is not squarefree, then the only permutation polynomial mod k
of the form X j is X, otherwise X j is a permutation polynomial if and only if
( j, .(k))=1.
(ii) The polynomial gj (X, a) with a{0 an integer and gcd(a, k)=1, is
a permutation polynomial mod k if and only if ( j, 1(k))=1.
(iii) For j>1, gj (X, a) is a permutation polynomial mod k if and only
if ( j, a(k))=1 and the a-part of k is squarefree.
Proof. Proofs of (i) and (ii) can be found in [12, Thms. 4.4, 4.5]. For
(iii) it suffices to prove the assertion only in the case where k is a prime
power, k=pe, p prime. First we prove the necessity. If p |% a, it follows by
part (ii) that ( j, pe&1( p2&1))=1. If p | a we must have e=1, for in case
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e2, gj ( pe&1, a)=gj (0, a) over ZpeZ. By part (i) it follows that
( j, p&1)=1 on noting that gj (X, a)#X j (mod a). Conversely if p |% a,
( j, pe&1( p2&1))=1 and so by part (ii), gj (X, a) permutes ZpeZ. If p | a,
and p2 |% k then e=1. Since ( j, p&1)=1 by assumption, it follows by (i)
that gj (X, a) permutes ZpZ, since over ZpZ, gj (X, a)=X j.
Lemma 11 shows that if a contains many different prime factors, the
behaviour of gj (X, a) becomes close to that of a power polynomial. So
in some sense gj (X, &1) and gj (X, 1) are the most interesting Dickson
polynomials. Note that parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 11 are subcases of part
(iii) in case j>1.
Lemma 12. Let j be odd with 3 |% j. Then Dicksona( j, n)Ga( j, n)<.
Furthermore Ga( j, n)=n+o(n).
Proof. By Dirichlet’s Theorem, see Davenport [8, Chps. 20, 22], there
exists a prime p exceeding n such that p#2 (mod j ). Using that
( j, p2&1)=( j, 3)=1, we see that Ga( j, n)p<. Put k=Ga( j, n). By
Lemma 11 part (iii), gj (X, a) is a permutation polynomial over ZkZ and
so in particular gj (1, a), ..., gj (n, a) are pairwise incongruent modulo k. It
follows that Dicksona( j, n)Ga( j, n). The latter part of the assertion
follows on applying the prime number theorem for the arithmetic progres-
sion 2, 2+j, 2+2j, . . . (see Davenport [8]).
Lemma 13. Let j>1 be odd with 3 |% j. Suppose that m2n and that
one of
(i) q divides m and (q&1, j ){1
(ii) q divides m, q does not divide a and (q+1, j ){1
is satisfied for some prime q. Then Dicksona( j, n){m.
Proof. For ( y, m)=1, let R( y) be the unique integer with 0R( y)<m
such that R( y)#y+ay (mod m). Let e be the exponent of q in m. Thus
m=qet with (q, t)=1. Note that q5.
(i) Since by assumption j is odd, 3 |% j and (q&1, j ){1, there is a
prime p5 dividing (q&1, j ). The equation x p#1 (mod q) has distinct
solutions x$1 , ..., x$p . In the case a p#1 (mod q), the system of equations
x2=a, x p=1, has one and only one solution x=a( p+1)2 over Fq , the finite
field of order q. Denote it by x$1 . The other solutions of x p=1 can be
arranged in such a way that x$2i+1#ax$2i (mod q) for i=1, ..., ( p&1)2.
The solutions x$1 , ..., x$p can each be lifted to at least one solution modulo
m, see for example [3, Lemma 1]. For i=1, ..., p choose a lifted value xi
of xi$ such that x pi #1 (mod m). Notice that if a
p=1 over Fq , none of the
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xi satisfies x2i = &a. Otherwise there is at most one xi , say xp , satisfying
x2p=&a. In case a
p=1, put y=x1 , yi=x2i&2 (i=2, ..., z), with z=( p+1)
2. Otherwise we put yi=xi (i=1, ..., z) with z=p&1. Since z3, at least
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) there exist i, k (i{k) with R( yi), R( yk)<m2
(2) there exist i, k (i{k) with R( yi), R( yk)m2.
In case (1) put r=R( yi) and s=R( yk). In case (2) put r=m&R( yi) and
s=m&R( yk). Notice that both r, sm2n and r, s1 (since y2l &a
(mod q) for l=1, ..., z). We have y ji #y
j
k (mod m) and on using properties
P3 and P4 of Lemma 7 it follows that gj (r, a)#gj (s, a) (mod m), and thus
Dicksona( j, n){m, provided we can show that R( yi){R( yk). It suffices to
show that R( yi)R( yk) (mod q) (i<k), so assume that we have
R( yi)=R( yk) over Fq . If i=1 and a p=1, R( y1)=2a( p+1)2=R( yk). But
the equation R(x) x=2a( p+1)2x has a ( p+1)2 as a root of multiplicity two.
So y1=yk over Fq . This impossibility shows that i{1 in case a p=1. If
i{1 and a p=1, R( yi)=R( yk) would imply that the quadratic equation
xR(x)=xR( yi) has four distinct solutions ( yi , x2i&1 , yk , x2k&1). This con-
tradicts Lagrange’s Theorem. In the remaining case a p{1, R( yi)=R( yk)
would imply yi yk=a and thus a p=1.
(ii) Since (q+1, j ){1, there is a prime p5 dividing both q+1 and
j. We first consider the case where e=1 and t=1. We then work over the
Galois ring GR(q, 2)$Fq2 . As is well-known x p=1 has p distinct solutions
x1 , ..., xp (x p&1 divides xq
2&1&1). The equation #q+1=a has q+1 dis-
tinct solutions #1 , ..., #q+1 in Fq2 , and so a#2 assumes (q+1)2 different
values. We distinguish two cases:
(A) q+1>2p.
Choose a #i such that (a#2i )
p{1, and put _=#i . Notice that there is at
most one k such that (_xk)2= &a. We can assume, without loss of
generality, that k=p (if such a k exists). Put z=p&1. For i=1, ..., z we
put yi=xi .
(B) q+1=2p.
If there exists a #i such that (a#2i )
p{1, we follow the procedure of
case (A), otherwise there must exist a #j such that a#2j =1. Put _=#j .
Notice that in this case the system of equations
(#xi)2= &a, x pi =1 and #
q+1=a,
with a an integer not divisible by q, does not have solutions over Fq2 . We
can reorder the roots of x p&1 so that 1, x2 , 1x2 , ..., xz , 1xz (z=
( p+1)2) are all the p roots. Now put y1=1, yi=xi (i=2, ..., z).
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For i=1, ..., z we have, using the functional equation P4,
gj (_yi+a(_yi))=gj (_+a_)=_ j+(a_) j.
Moreover _yi+a(_yi)=_yi+(_yi)q # ZmZ. The same conclusion holds
of course for _+a_ and for _ j+(a_) j. Since z3, at least one of the
following conditions is satisfied:
(1) there exist i, k (i{k) with R(_yi), R(_yk)<m2.
(2) there exist i, k (i{k) with R(_yi), R(_yk)m2.
In the first case put r=R(_yi) and s=R(_yk). In the second case put
r=m&R(_yi) and s=m&R(_yk). Clearly r, sm2n. We have chosen
the yl so that (_yl)2{&a. Therefore r and s are 1. We have to prove
that r{s in order to show that Dicksona( j, n){m. It suffices to show that
R(_yi){R(_yk) over the ring GR(q, 2). Now R(_yi)=R(_yk) implies
yi=yk or yi=a(_2yk). In the case (a_2) p{1, it would follow that yi=yk ,
which is impossible. In the case a_2=1, we also have a contradiction
(since we have chosen the yl so that yi{yk and yi{1yk). This finishes the
proof if e=1 and t=1.
In the general case first determine the yi and _ in the subring GR(q, 2).
By the lifting lemma [3, Lemma 1], we can lift them to y1 , ..., yz , _ in
GR(qe, 2). Recall that GR(qe, 2)$Z[X](qe, f ), for some monic basic
irreducible polynomial f (X ) of degree 2. Let ;1(X ), ..., ;z+1(X ) denote
preimages of y1 , ..., yz , _ in Z[X]. Then ;1(X )q, ..., ;z(X )q are preimages of
1y1 , ..., 1yz in Z[X]. Now consider the ring R=Z[X](m, f ). Using the
Chinese remainder theorem, we can find for i=1, ..., z+1 a polynomial
$i (X ) such that $i (X )#;i (X ) (mod qe), and $i (X )#1 (mod t). The poly-
nomials $i (X ) are preimages of the lifted values of y1 , ..., yz , _ to R. Denote
these lifted values by y$1 , ..., y$z , _$. Note that y$1 , ..., y$z are solutions of
x p=1 in R, but that _$ does not necessarily satisfy (_$)q+1=a in R. Let
{(X ) be the preimage of a unit in R. Put $(X )={(X )+{(X )q and notice
that $(X )=$(X )q+q_(X ) for some _(X ) # Z[X]. From this it follows
that either $(X ) is a constant, or that $(X )=qh(X ) for some h(X ) # Z[X],
which is impossible since {(X ) is the preimage of a unit. It follows that
$(X ) # Z and therefore its image in R is in ZmZ. Now consider the poly-
nomial ;z+1(X ) ;i (X )+(;z+1(X ) ;i (X ))q. Its image in R is R(_$yi$). Then
by the above R(_$yi$) # ZmZ. To show that R(_$yi$){R(_$y$k), it suffices to
do so over the subring GR(q, 2) of R. By restriction it is enough to show
that R(_yi){R(_yk). Now proceed as in the case e=1 and t=1.
The following lemma is a Dickson analogue of Lemma 5.
Lemma 14. Let j>1 be odd. Suppose 2m2n&3, and that for some
prime q, q2 | m and q | ja. Then there exist integers r and s, with 1r<sn
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such that gj (r, a)#gj (s, a) (mod m). If in addition n is even, then 2n&3 can
be improved to 2n&2.
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 5, it suffices to check that
gj (q, a)#gj (q+qt, a) (mod m) where m=q2t. Since q:#(q+qt): (mod m)
for :>1, we only have to show that j(&a)( j&1)2 q# j(&a)( j&1)2(q+qt)
(mod m). Since q | ja by assumption, this is obvious.
Let P(r) denote the greatest prime factor of r.
Proposition 15. The primes 2, 3, 5, 7 and 17 are the only primes such
that P( p2&1)3.
Proof. This easily follows from the result of Levi ben Gerson (before
1350!), that if 3m\1=2n, then m2 (see Ribenboim [19, p. 5]).
Proof of Theorem 9. Put Dicksona( j, n)=m. By the Box Principle
mn and, by Lemma 12, mGa( j, n). Now suppose that m<Ga( j, n)
2n&212+(&1)
n2. By the definitions of Ga( j, n) and the function a , it
follows that one of the conditions (i) or (ii) of Lemma 13 is satisfied, or
that q2 | m and q | ja. By applying Lemmas 13 and 14 (respectively), we
arrive at a contradiction. It follows that Dicksona( j, n)=Ga( j, n). For
n=1, 2 and 3, Ga( j, n)=n. By Lemma 12 and the Box Principle it follows
that Dicksona( j, n)=Ga( j, n). So we may suppose that n4. On using that
in the interval [n, 2n&52+(&1)n2] there is a divisor m of 3570 and that
gj (X, a) permutes Z3570Z (by Lemma 11(iii)), (i) is deduced (as
Ga( j, n)m2n&52+(&1)n2. Part (ii) follows by Lemma 12. By part
(i) we may assume that n3571. In case 2 |% a we use that there is a
number of the form d } 2: with d=1, 3 or 5 in the interval [n, 2n&3]. In
case 3 |% a we use that in the interval [n, 2n&3] there is a number of the
form d } 3: with d=1, 5 or 7.
Remark 1. Note that the value of Ga( j, n) depends only upon the
squarefree part of both a and j.
Proof of Example 10. Using Proposition 15 it follows that the only
solutions q, q prime 5, and e1 of P(6:(qe))3, are given by e=1,
q=5, 7, 17 and the q dividing : that are in Q. Furthermore P(6:(2e))3
and P(6:(3e))3. Let k be a 6:-free integer in the interval (&, 2&). Then,
by the above and the multiplicativity of 6: , it follows that P(6:(k))>3.
The choice of j ensures that ( j, 6:(k))>1. Using Lemma 11(iii) it
follows that gj (X, 6:) does not permute ZkZ. Since this holds for any
6:-free integer k in (&, 2&), it follows from the proof of Theorem 9 that
Dickson6:( j, &+1)2&. We complete the proof by showing that
gj (x, 6:)#gj ( y, 6:) (mod 2&), 1xy1+& implies x=y. So assume
that x<y. By Lemma 11(iii), gj (X, 6:) permutes Z&Z, so x#y (mod &).
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Thus x=1, y=1+&. Using that gj (X, 6:)#X j&6j:X j&2 (mod 4) we find
that gj (1, 6:)gj (1+&, 6:) (mod 4). To conclude the proof notice that
4 |% G6:( j, 1+&).
3.2. The Case Where j is Even
In this section we establish the Dickson analogue of Theorem 1(ii) in
case j#2 (mod 12) or j#10 (mod 12). Using Lemma 18 and Dirichlet’s
Theorem the existence of Dicksona( j, n) is readily established. In the
remaining case with j even, the existence of Dicksona( j, n) is not ensured
(cf. Table 1).
Theorem 16. Suppose that j#2 (mod 12) or j#10 (mod 12). Let Lj be
the smallest integer max[19, P(a)+1] such that there is a prime p with
2n<p10(n&3)3 and ( p2&1, j )=2. Then for nLj ,
Dicksona( j, n)=min[k2n | ( j, 1(k))=2, k=p or k=2p, p prime]. (3)
TABLE I
Dickson Discriminators
n
j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
2 1 2 6 9 10 13 14 17 19 22 22 26 26 29 31 34 34 37 38 41
3 1 3 3 7 11 13 13 13 33 33 39 39 59 59 71 71 71 71 71 103
4 1 2 7 10 14 14 17 26 29 53 53 53 62 62 62 62 89 94 94 94
5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 20
6 1                   
7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
8 1 2 10 10 17 26 26 26 29 53 53 53 74 74 89 89 101 101 101 101
9 1 3 3 7 11 13 13 13 33 33 39 39 59 59 79 79 79 79 79 103
10 1 2 6 9 10 13 14 17 23 23 23 26 26 34 34 34 34 37 43 43
11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
12 1                   
13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
14 1 2 6 9 10 14 14 17 19 22 22 31 31 31 31 34 34 37 38 46
15 1 3 3 7 13 13 13 13 39 39 39 39 69 69 97 97 97 97 103 103
16 1 2 10 10 18 26 26 26 29 53 53 53 74 74 89 89 101 101 101 101
17 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
18 1                   
19 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
20 1 2 7 10 14 14 17 26 53 53 53 53 73 74 94 94 94 94 94 94
21 1 3 3 7 11 19 21 24 33 33 59 59 59 59 79 79 79 79 79 103
22 1 2 6 9 10 13 14 17 19 22 22 26 26 29 31 34 34 37 38 41
23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
24 1                   
25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 20
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Remark 2. On using the prime number theorem for the arithmetic
progression 3, 3+j, 3+2j, ..., it easily follows that Lj exists.
As with the proof of Theorem 9, the proof of Theorem 16 proceeds by
establishing that each side of (3) is at most equal to the other. We com-
mence by making a trivial observation.
Proposition 17. If j is even and n3, then Dicksona( j, n)2n.
Proof. Suppose Dicksona( j, n)=m<2n. Then, since mn and by
assumption n3, there exist 1r<sn such that r+s=m. Since gj (X, a)
is in Z[X 2], it follows that gj (r, a)#gj (s, a) (mod m).
Part of the proof of Theorem 16 follows from:
Lemma 18. Suppose j#2 (mod 12) or j#10 (mod 12) and n3. If
k2n, ( j, 1(k))=2, and k=p or k=2p, p prime, then Dicksona( j, n)k.
Proof. We only consider the case k=2p, the case k=p can be dealt
with similarly (and is in fact easier). Suppose that Dicksona( j, n)>k. Then
there are 1r<sn such that
(i) gj (r, a)#gj (s, a) (mod 2)
(ii) gj (r, a)#gj (s, a) (mod p).
By Lemma 11(iii) gj (X, a) permutes Z2Z, so we deduce from (i) that r#s
(mod 2). Using properties P2 and P3 of Lemma 7, we deduce from (ii) that
gj2(r, a)#gj2(s, a) (mod p) or gj2(&r, a)#gj2(s, a) (mod p). Since
( j2, 1(k))=1 and so ( j2, a(k))=1 (a(k) divides 1(k)), it follows by
Lemma 11(iii) that r#s (mod p) or &r#s (mod p) and so r#s (mod k)
or &r#s (mod k) when j>2 is even. In case j=2 the same conclusion
holds. Using that 1r<sn and that k2n, it follows that r=s. This
contradiction yields the truth of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 16. Assume that nLj10. By Proposition 17,
Dicksona( j, n)2n. By the definition of Lj , there is a prime q between 2n
and 10(n&3)3 with ( j, q2&1)=2, so by Lemma 18, Dicksona( j, n)<
10(n&3)3. Put Dicksona( j, n)=k and suppose that k is neither a prime
nor twice a prime. Then there exist r and s with 1r<sn such that
r2#s2 (mod k); see the proof of Lemma 4 of Arnold, Benkoski and
McCabe [1]. Since gj (X, a) is in Z[X 2] it follows that gj (r, a)#gj (s, a)
(mod k).
Now suppose k=p or 2p, p prime, ( j, 1(k)){2 and 2Lj
2nk<10(n&3)3. Then max[( p&1, j ), ( p+1, j )]10 and
min[( p&1, j ), ( p+1, j )]=2. Notice that p |% a. In case k=p we have using
Lemma 2, |Vgj (X, a)| on ZkZ( p&1)20+( p+1)4+1<n. This shows that
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gj (r, a)#gj (s, a) (mod k) for some 1r<sn. By using the Chinese
remainder theorem and the observations made in the analysis of (i) of
Lemma 18, in case k=2p we have |Vgj (X, a)| on ZkZ2 |Vgj (X, a)| on
ZpZ( p&1)10+( p+1)2+2<n. Again it follows that gj (r, a)#
gj (s, a) (mod k) for some 1r<sn. On using Lemma 18 it follows that
k must satisfy the conditions of Theorem 16.
Remark 3. We note that if j#2 (mod 12) or j#10 (mod 12) and
nmax[Cj , Lj], then D( j, n)Dicksona( j, n). Furthermore there exists
n(a) such that Dicksona( j, n)=Dickson1( j, n) for nn(a).
4. Growth of the Discriminator
We propose measures of permutability +D( j ) and +P( j ) based on the
growth of the Dickson discriminator, respectively the discriminator
associated with the power polynomial X j. For fixed j and a, Dicksona( j, n)
can be viewed as a function which maps the set of positive integers to itself.
Let Dicksonj, a(x) denote the number of elements x in the image of the
function Dicksona( j, n). Put Dj (x)=Dicksonj, 0(x). The faster the growth
of Dicksonj, a(x), the stronger the ‘‘average permutational power’’ of the
Dickson polynomial gj (X, a). Obviously Dicksonj, a(x)x. For X (and
only for X ) equality always holds. Of all the Dickson polynomials, X is
thus the best permuter.
In cases where j is even, 4 |% j, an application of the prime number
theorem for arithmetic progressions yields
Dicksonj, a(x)t
3
2
+D( j )
x
log x
, where +D( j )= `
p | j, p>2
p&3
p&1
and
Dj (x)t
3
2
+P( j )
x
log x
, where +P( j )= `
p | j, p>2
p&2
p&1
.
(In case of the Dickson discriminator we make the additional assumption
on j that 3 |% j.) Clearly 0+D( j ), +P( j )1, and we note that +D and +P
only depend on the squarefree part of j. We see that +D( j )+P( j ). This is
consistent with Remark 3.
Let A=[a1 , ..., as] be an ordered set of natural numbers with
1a1<a2< } } } <as<m, (ai , m)=1, i=1, ..., s and let GA be the semi-
group of natural numbers composed of only primes p satisfying p#ai
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(mod m) for some 1is. Then as x tends to infinity it can be shown that
GA (x), the number of elements in GA not exceeding x, satisfies
GA (x)tcAx(log x)s,(m)&1,
where cA is some positive constant. Landau first obtained this result but we
refer to Moree [15, Ch. 4, Thm. 2] for an elementary proof. For the
number of squarefree elements in GA not exceeding x, a similar result
holds, although with a possibly different constant. As a consequence we
find that for odd j,
Dj (x)tcj x(log x)+P( j )&1,
and
Dicksonj, a(x)tcj, a x(log x)+D( j )&1,
where cj and cj, a are positive constants. So again +D and +P seem to be
good measures for the average permutational power of gj (X, a) and X j
respectively. Notice that +D( j ) and +P( j ) are equal to the fraction of
primitive residue classes b (mod j ) such that ( j, b2&1) | 2 and ( j, b&1) | 2,
respectively. The constants Bj , Cj and Lj in Theorems 1 and 16 can be
explicitly computed using an explicit form of the BurnTitchmarsh
theorem, provided the corresponding measure of permutability is close
enough to 1. This gives another indication of the significance of these
measures.
5. Open Problems
We conclude by raising several open problems designed to stimulate
further work on Dickson discriminators. Since our work has not given a
complete determination of Dicksona( j, n) for all a, j and n, we provide
Table I with values for the Dickson discriminator Dickson1( j, n) for
1j25; 1n20. (As we have seen the a-dependence is not very
strong.) We refer to Schumer and Steinig [21, p. 148] for a table con-
taining the values of D( j, n) for 2 j30; 1n20.
Using property P6 of Lemma 7 it is easy to see that for fixed j1,
gj (1, 1) gj (2, 1)<gj (3, 1)<gj (4, 1)< } } }
We have gj (1, 1)=gj (2, 1) precisely when j is divisible by 6 and so it
follows that Dickson1( j, n)< unless 6 divides j and n2 in which case
we have Dickson1( j, 2)=. We note that Dickson1( j, 2)=2 unless 3
divides j, in which case Dickson1( j, 2)=3 if j is odd and  otherwise.
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Table I suggests that the behaviour of Dickson1( j, n) is completely different
in the cases not covered by Theorems 9 and 16. In particular for fixed
values of j covered by these results, Dickson1( j, n) grows linearly in n while
in the cases not covered, the growth appears to be much faster.
We close by raising the following notion related to permutations. Let R
be a finite commutative ring with identity. A polynomial h(X ) # R[X] with
the property that h(x)=h( y) implies x=y or x=&y might be called a
weak permutation polynomial over R. It can be shown that for j even and
k11, gj (X, a) is a weak permutation polynomial over ZkZ if and only
if ( j, a(k))=2 and k=p or k=2p, where p is prime. Thus we have a per-
mutational interpretation of the condition appearing in (3) (cf. Section 1).
If R is an integral domain, the condition for a polynomial to be a weak
permutation polynomial over R is equivalent to requiring that h(x)=h( y)
implies x2=y2. This suggests the more general problem: for an arbitrary
fixed integer e1 characterize the e-permutation polynomials h(X ) over R
which are defined by the property that h(x)=h( y) implies xe=ye. If
h(X ) is an odd permutation polynomial over an integral domain R, then
h(X )2 is a 2-permutation polynomial. Thus X2j with ( j, pm&1)=1 is a
2-permutation polynomial over Fpm and g2j (X, a) with ( j, p2m&1)=1 is a
2-permutation polynomial over the field Fpm ( p |% a). If p7 and 4 | j, then
it can be easily seen using Lidl and Niederreiter [13, Lemma 6.24] and P2
(two times) that gj (X, a) is not a 2-permutation polynomial over the prime
field Fp .
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